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Collaborative Authorization System Total Life-Cycle Environment (CASTLE) transition
activities, and completed engineering and evaluation walk-downs for machining operations
at the Y-12 Plant and is rebaselining test and evaluation disassembly and inspection
activities into the next fiscal year. For the W80-4, CNS successfully demonstrated readiness
to proceed to both Phase 6.2 (Feasibility) and Phase 6.2A (Cost Study), completed all
planned special studies at the Y-12 Plant, and provided multiple W80-4 weapon training
classes to the Design Agencies.

For Uranium Sustainment and Process Technology Development activities, CNS effectively
adapted to changing circumstances impacting Area 5 De-inventory, remedied quality issues
with the Electrorefiner glovebox design and procurement, executed the Extended Life
Program, and evaluated Depleted Uranium technologies. Significant accomplishments
included accelerating the processing of solids in 9212 as part of the Low Equity Material
Disposition Program, establishing positive momentum for the 9212 Exit Strategy by
conducting out-of-service system planning and isolations, developing work packages and
engineering studies for the decontamination/sort/segregation facility and A-2 Wing
isolation, and removing equipment in 9215 O and M Wings to enable future Direct Chip
Melt Furnace and machine lathe installations. Despite demonstrating first production use
of a new X-Ray, CNS cannot routinely use this new equipment until the issues previously
identified on a support system are addressed.

For Materials Recycle and Recovery and Storage, CNS responded to unexpected/upset
conditions with methodical and safety-focused approaches that enabled sustained
capabilities, and NNSA commends them for improving operational availability and reducing
the maintenance backlog. CNS exceeded expectations for production of U03, UF4, and
consolidation logs; delivered Rackable Can Storage Boxes; size-reduced U/Zr; and
performed can re-containerization. CNS produced the most metal since 2012 and the
greatest percentage of in-specification material since before 1994.
During the course of the year, CNS communication regarding the Reduction occurrence,
efforts to address high Material at Risk (MAR) contributors, and operational health
assessment and recapitalization planning for storage at Pantex did not meet expectations.

For Lithium activities, CNS provided exceptional technical and logistical support for the
Lithium Production Capability Analysis of Alternatives and lithium material bridging
activities. Efforts not meeting expectations included the restart of the lithium dust
collection system, establishment of technology development capabilities, and installation of
the Production Cleaning Station (PCS). Due to technical glovebox requirements that should
have been foreseen by CNS, the PCS had to revert to current technology instead of using a
safer process.
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BUILDER Center of Excellence. CNS struggled to maintain reliability of a certain support
system at both sites. CNS successfully managed technical issues and facility availability for
weapon programs while effectively balancing production and safety.

CNS improved overall business performance and provided integrated services while
delivering efficiencies and cost savings. CNS enhanced and expanded automated shipping
and completed all major activities to integrate their multi-site material management. High
Explosive magazine optimization increased storage by 40%. CNS demonstrated significant
improvements in the submission of FY 2018 planning documents, but the lack of
coordination between CNS organizations to track and clearly identify cost savings has
hampered program success. CNS achieved over 98% of the Small Business Goal.

CNS migrated several thousand computer users and executed the Business System
Modernization Project, yet struggled to meet expectations in Information Technology (IT).
CNS made discernable, substantial improvement to the core foundations of cyber security and
curtailed IT incidents. CNS took multiple steps to stabilize the cyber security workforce and
establish a more cohesive Enterprise program, however, programmatic improvements are
required.

CNS effectively dispositioned weapon production-related issues; responded to system
upsets and aging facility and infrastructure concerns; and worked with the Design Agencies
and NNSA to resolve weapon response (WR) issues. CNS expedited Area 5 De-inventory,
reduced nuclear hazard risk in Building 9204-2, and addressed new criticality safety issues
(e.g. detector pulse testing and fissile solution mopping). Some areas for improvement
include submittal quality, timely updates, response to issues, and planning. The UPF
Design Authority did not fully meet expectations for the UPF substation capacitor banks
and the transmission lines.
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